Mustang 5

The fifth generation began with the model year , and received a facelift for the model year.
Originally designed by Sid Ramnarace through late and finalized in mid, the fifth-generation
Mustang's design was previewed by two pre production concept cars that debuted at the North
American International Auto Show. From the second half of , design work commenced under
Ford design chief, J Mays , and concluded in July with the design freeze. Developed between
February and November , two pre-production concept cars , a convertible and coupe model,
were presented by Ford at the North American International Auto Show on January 5, The
Redline Red Metallic Ford Mustang GT convertible concept included a "showbar" with a rim of
billet-aluminum trim, inch wheels, The Tungsten Silver Ford Mustang GT coupe concept
included a glass roof and functional hood scoops, as well as a red and charcoal leather interior
accented by billet-aluminum hardware and a supercharged MOD 4. Appearing with other
concept vehicles at the show such as the Cadillac Sixteen , Aston Martin V8 Vantage , and
Dodge Tomahawk , AutoWeek called the Mustang concept the "most significant vehicle in
show". At the following year's North American International Auto Show, Ford introduced a
redesigned Mustang previewed by the concept vehicle that was codenamed "S". Its platform
was the D2C for the model year. Developed under the direction of Chief Engineer Hau Thai-Tang
and exterior styling designer Sid Ramnarace , the fifth generation Mustang drew inspiration
from the first-generation â€” Mustangs. Production start-up for the Mustang was on September
7, , with the first model rolling off Flat Rock Assembly on September 27, The â€” base Mustang
was powered by Ford's cast iron block 4. The Mustang has a MacPherson strut front
suspension with reverse "L" lower control arms. The rear suspension was a new three-link
system with a Panhard Rod that controls the vertical and lateral movements of the axle. In spite
of this, Ford has drawn heavy criticism from the automotive journalism community for the
decision to equip the 5th generation Mustang with the live axle system. Some of the options
available included Ford's MyColor a color-configurable instrument cluster available as part of
the Interior Upgrade Package , brushed aluminum panels also part of the Interior Upgrade
Package , Ford's Shaker watt peak output or Shaker watt peak output premium audio system
with a 6-disc MP3-compatible CD changer, leather seating surfaces, a six-way power adjustable
driver seat, and a four-channel anti-lock brake system with traction control standard on GT
models. Replacement links from Ford are colored black or oxide coated [18]. For , a less
expensive version of the Mustang was introduced as the new base model. The only difference
between the V6 Standard and V6 Deluxe trim levels was that the V6 Standard featured
sixteen-inch black steel wheels with plastic wheel covers, versus the sixteen-inch alloy wheels
on the V6 Deluxe. However, sixteen-inch alloy wheels could still be optioned on the V6 Standard
, as could most other available options on the V6 Deluxe. The V6 Standard was discontinued
after the model year , once again leaving the V6 Deluxe as the base Mustang trim level. As of ,
all Mustangs have seats containing material derived from soy beans , [19] harking back to some
of Henry Ford's ideals. Ford Sync was available on the model only as a dealer-installed kit.
Several new options and standard features were introduced in the following years, including the
Pony Package , a DVD-based GPS navigation system made by Pioneer , a power passenger seat
, heated seats , Sirius Satellite Radio , new flat bottom spoiler for V6 only , standard side airbags
, HID headlamps , and ambient interior lighting The ambient interior lighting package consisted
of the installation of electroluminescence that gave the driver the ability to choose various color
combinations for the instrument cluster, sound system and climate control displays, as well as
light emitting from the top of the front footwells and from beneath the rear seats. For , Ford
introduced a new option called the glass roof. The Pony Package for the V6 Mustang became
available starting in This option includes an upgraded suspension derived from the Mustang
GT, inch wheels with wider tires originally only available on the GT , a unique grille design with
2 options of fog lamps, a rear deck spoiler, and unique door striping and emblems. Among the
items were a billet grille, scoops, a spoiler and blackout trim treatments. This package includes
an upgraded suspension, additional interior trim, and a grille with foglights. By , total of V6
Appearance Packages were built and only 96 by The Mustang GT featured an all-aluminum 4.
The GT model was capable of performing a quarter-mile test in The differential uses the spline
axles and the 8. The standard final drive ratio of and Mustang GTs with a manual transmission
was 3. Since the model year, a 3. Automatic transmission-equipped models of all years come
with 3. The Mustang GT features a stiffer, better handling version of the standard suspension,
larger The GT-H was available only in Hertz's corporate colors: black exterior and twin gold
racing stripes. The GT-H also includes the handling package with lowering springs, improved
dampers, sway bars, a strut tower brace and a 3. The package adds 18" polished aluminum
wheels, non-functional side scoops, and unique vinyl striping that replaced the side GT
emblems. Interior upgrades included Mustang labeled floor mats, and CS only leather interior
color options. The GT Appearance Package adds a hood scoop, exhaust tips, and engine cover.

Black GTCS side stripes which faded into a side scoop. The front fascia was replaced with the
one used in the Boss with working lower fascia fog lights. The rear diffuser was taken from the
Shelby GT while the rear deck lid featured black vinyl and a wing spoiler. The interior's bright
dash was replaced with black carbon fiber treatment, while carbon fiber door inserts and seat
leather patterns were added. Badging included "GTCS" on the carbon fiber dash and floor mats.
The front Grill was brushed aluminum billet with a V6 style pony emblem on the driver's side.
Rear axle gear selections were 3. The Mustang Bullitt returned in February as a variant of the
Mustang GT, the last version of which was produced in Available in Dark Highland Green or
Black exterior paint without spoiler and GT fender emblems; the faux gas cap on the deck lid is
replaced by a unique Bullitt version. The Mustang GT's standard fog light-equipped grille is
replaced with a specially designed pony-less style grille highlighted by an aluminium accent.
Dark Argent Gray inch cast-aluminum euro-flange wheels are used with matching brake calipers
and larger, 3. Although side quarter window louvers as shown in picture are not standard, they
are added by owners because they are similar to those on the Mustang fastback. The Bullitt
uses a version of the Mustang GT's aluminum 4. It has a cold air intake, improved engine
calibration, and a revised exhaust system designed to mimic the sound of the Mustang used in
the Bullitt movie. Premium grade, octane or better gasoline is recommended, although an
adaptive spark ignition system allows the engine to accept regular grade gasoline. Total output
is the same with either fuel, but the engine delivers a flatter torque curve when using premium.
The suspension is improved over the standard GT utilizing stiffer springs, struts, and a
decorative front strut tower brace while also lowering the car's ride height by six millimeters.
The Mustang catalog indicate the Bullitt package was available on manual transmission
Mustang GT Premium coupes as a regular production option; the same color restrictions apply.
Features of the Mustang include a glass top roof option, as well as special 45th Anniversary
badging to commemorate the original Mustang's launch in A total of 46, were built. This model
has the same engine and functional equipment as a basic GT. The 45th Anniversary edition is
badged with a Mustang Colt emblem, with the 45th Anniversary logo. It included with an
optional hood scoop and polished stainless steel exhaust tips package, rear spoiler, the
Ambient Lighting package was now standard and included with the price of the vehicle at no
additional cost, and 17" polished aluminum wheels were optional 17" wheels were standard but
this model year used the same silver 5 spoke wheels since The Iacocca Silver 45th Anniversary
Edition was a 45 unit production also commemorating the 45th anniversary of Ford Mustang.
Named for Lee Iacocca who helped develop and introduce the Mustang. Despite its aftermarket
build status, it carries factory engine and warranties. Iacocca was given car 1 of the It retained
the same basic live axle rear suspension setup of the Mustang V6 and GT, with some minor
durability enhancements such as thicker sheet metal supports and extra welds, as well as
redesigned strut towers to accommodate a wider engine. Brembo inch disc brakes with
aluminum four-piston calipers are on the front with The GT failed to meet some automotive
journalists' expectations. Production for '08 was limited to units including prototypes , with
another KR models built for ' The KR featured new components and performance enhancements
over the standard GT The rear axle has a 3. To improve handling and help offset the car's
front-heavy weight distribution, the GTKR featured a Ford Racing strut tower brace and
uniquely tuned struts, shocks, and springs. A Mustang won the drivers, team and
manufacturers' championships for both the and seasons of Grand-Am Koni Challenge.
Production began on January 12, and it went on sale in March Design and development work
began in , with September 29, being the when designer George Saridikas' exterior proposal was
chosen, as well as Robert Gelardi's interior proposal under chief S designer Doug Gaffka.
Specific changes to the exterior include a restyled Mustang emblem, [50] a new headlight
design with integrated turn signals, new slimmer side mirror design, a prominent "powerdome"
hood, and revised three-lens taillights with LEDs that blink in sequence for turn indication.
Additionally, the Mustang GT used smaller fog lights than the â€” models though they were still
mounted in the car's grille. Fog lights on V6 models a part of a revised Pony Package first
introduced for are now mounted in the lower fascia below the grille. The radio antenna had been
moved to the rear of the car and the lock for the trunk no longer featured a keyhole on the trunk
lid, substituting with a remote trunk release only. The Mustang's interior was revised featuring
higher quality thermoplastic olefin surfaces, available real aluminium trim, and improved fit and
finish. The new design moved away from the linear nature of the previous models. Ford SYNC
became available as a factory installed option on all trim levels of the Mustang except the base
model. This generation was the first to be sold in Japan in left hand drive form with exterior
lighting modifications to comply with Japanese Government regulations. The standard engine
was a 4. The V6 powertrains were unchanged from those used in â€” Mustangs. Though the
Mustang V-6 retained a single exhaust outlet, the diameter of the tip had been increased

one-half of an inch to three inches. Newly standard on the base Mustang were inch painted
aluminum wheels while inch wheels continue to be optional except for V8 models, where inch
wheels were mounted by default. Other new available features and options for the Mustang
included Ford SYNC, dual-zone automatic climate control, an updated navigation system with
Sirius Travel Link, a capless fuel filler, a reverse camera system to aid in backing up, and an
updated version of the V6 Pony Package. For , the aging 4. The upgraded powertrains were
capable of achieving better fuel efficiency due in part to the new transmissions. The 3. The
Mustang offered a V6 Performance Package starting in the summer of The package featured a
standard 3. The Mustang Cobra Jet is a Mustang that was the same design as the GT but it has
wider tires and a bigger engine. Cobra Jet Mustangs were sold only to professional drag racers
and came without a VIN, making it impossible to register them as a road car. Between and ,
development took place on further updates to the second generation S In late design work by
Robert Gelardi was frozen, with prototypes being first spotted in May On November 2, , Ford
unveiled the model year Mustang. The model year Mustang exterior was updated with a new
front fascia featuring a larger grille, standard HiD headlamps and two LED accent strips
adjacent to the headlamp lens. Models equipped with the Pony Package offered LED lighting
mounted on the side-view mirrors that produce a projection of a running horse on the ground,
18" wheels, and lower valance fog lamps. In the rear, LED tail lamp clusters included sequential
turn signals as with â€” Mustangs and a reverse indicator light integrated within the brake light.
The trunk lid included a black panel that united the left and right tail lamp clusters. Several new
wheel designs were offered. Inside, Ford now offered a 4. Selections in this information display
included G-force, acceleration times, air-fuel ratio, cylinder head temperature, and oil
temperature. All models equipped with the 6-speed automatic transmission included a
SelectShift feature, which provided drivers the ability to choose and hold a gear and to shift
manually. The Mustang GT added a more powerful version of the 4. The 5-speed manual and
automatic transmissions offered with the updated V8 continued unchanged from before. The
size of the Mustang GT's dual exhaust tips had been increased by one-half of an inch to 3. The
Mustang GT came with standard inch wheels â€” one inch greater than the previous Mustang
GT's standard wheels â€” while inch wheels were a new option. Newly available for the Mustang
GT for were two performance packages. The Track Package featured higher performance front
and rear brake pads, stabilizer bars and rear lower control arms from the GT, uniquely tuned
shocks and struts, Pirelli summer tires includes automatic upgrade to inch wheels , a 3. Starting
in late for the model year, the Mustang GT's engine became an all-aluminum valve 5. The
Mustang GT marked this engine's first use in any production Ford. While the new engine's
displacement was similar to Ford's original "5. The new 5. Differing the new engine from earlier
Modular engines, among other features, was its use of wider bore diameters and a longer stroke
relative to the 4. Red-line had been raised to 7, rpm. Using premium grade, octane or higher
gasoline, the new 5. Racing style tubular headers replaced the standard cast iron headers.
Coolant and oil flow patterns were optimized for proper flow when under high lateral forces,
such as those experienced when on a road course track. The Mustang GT also got new
transmissions for The 6-speed manual transmission came with a 3. The Mustang GT gained the
same non-powertrain related upgrades that standard V6 Mustangs got for Other, new features
exclusive to the Mustang GT included "5. Taller rear head rests were added in the middle of the
model year for whiplash protection, with fold down feature for visibility when rear passengers
are not present. The rear fascia is altered for slightly better aerodynamics than the as well. The
design was inspired by international products in categories such as jewelry, couture clothing,
and architecture. The vehicle included rose-gold chrome accents throughout the exterior and
interior; satin-black body; quilted suede seats with leather-wrapped interior upholstery.
Modifications were also made to the engine, undercarriage, drivetrain, and sound system.
Changes for the model year included standard "blacked out" tail lights and a front fascia similar
to the styling of the Shelby GT models. The GT models include LED fog lights mounted in the
grille and functional heat extractors on the sides of the hood. To commemorate the 60th
anniversary of the U. The car is white with red and blue accents and features USAF markings
and logos, wide body modifications, a handcrafted and painted belly pan by Creations n'
Chrome that emulated the appearance of an F Thunderbird, front and rear wide body elements
by TS Designs, custom inch wheels by Forgiato , a modified navigation screen, instrument
cluster, rear seat delete, Recaro seats with embroidered Thunderbirds elements, unique sill
plates and puddle lamps, a Ford Racing supercharger, suspension handling pack and Brembo
brakes. Ford revived the Boss nameplate for The standard Ford Mustang GT's 5. The quad
exhaust system is made up of two standard Mustang GT outlets and two side pipes that exit on
either side of the rear crossover. The side pipes send the exhaust through a set of metal
"attenuation" discs to create an extra growling exhaust sound. The discs are removable and

include a spacer plate sized to match aftermarket exhaust dump valves. The Boss takes the
Mustang GT's suspension and adds higher-rate coil springs, stiffer bushings, and a larger
diameter rear stabilizer bar. The shocks are adjustable at the shock tower by using a flat head
screwdriver. The standard Mustang traction and stability control programs have been altered
with a new intermediate sport mode designed to allow for more flexibility on the track. The aero
package is almost entirely copied from the Boss R race car. The inch black-alloy racing wheels
are 9-inches wide up front and 9. The Boss Laguna Seca edition is a further upgraded version of
the Boss Additions include Recaro sport seats, a Torsen limited-slip rear differential both
optional on the standard Boss , revised suspension tuning with unique spring and damper
rates, and a larger rear stabilizer. It rides on 19X9-inch front and 19X10 inch rear light-weight
alloy wheels with R-compound ultra high-performance tires. Ford Racing front brake ducts help
cool the brakes. For , color choices include both School Bus Yellow and Black, both with
reflective matte silver stripes. A more aggressive front splitter and a larger rear spoiler increase
downforce for high speed track use. Only Laguna Seca versions will be built each year for the
two-year run for a total of The limited-edition Laguna Seca is designed to bridge the gap
between the Boss and the Boss R. The front fascia is new with larger upper and lower grilles, a
unique hood, large fog lights mounted in the lower front fascia similar to the previous GT ,
Shelby's signature cobra badges on the grille, front fenders, and trunk lid medallion with Shelby
lettering over the medallion , inch wheels inch on the convertible model , and a Gurney Flap rear
spoiler. Inside the GT gains a cobra disc on the steering wheel, shift ball, and seats with
embroidered cobras. Mechanically the Shelby GT remains closely related to the â€” GT, but the
model has been upgraded with various features similar to or found in the Shelby GTKR. A
conical cold air intake and other enhancements to the GT's supercharged 5. Additionally, the
fifth and sixth gear ratios of the transmission have been changed from 0. Complementing the
transmission's gear ratio changes is a new, more aggressive 3. According to Inside Line ,
drivers of the new Shelby can expect 0 to 60 mph times in 4. Various aerodynamic upgrades,
such as the design of the front fascia and the aforementioned Gurney Flap spoiler, contribute to
increased downward force and a reduced coefficient of drag. Suspension enhancements found
in the GTKR are used in the GT to improve handling and, specifically, provide better roll control.
The GT features Ford's AdvanceTrac traction and stability control system standard with
different settings to control the level of performance the driver desires. For , the Shelby GT
received significant performance enhancements and other upgrades. Arguably the most
important of the GT's upgrades is a new aluminum engine block for the car's supercharged 5.
The coating allows for the replacement of traditional cast-iron cylinder liners and marks Ford's
first use of this process. Thanks to the new liner coating, which has friction-reducing
characteristics, and a revised exhaust, horsepower production from the 5. The combination of
the lighter engine, EPAS, and aerodynamic enhancements result in an improvement in fuel
efficiency for the GT relative to the model that eliminates the car's gas guzzler tax. New features
include standard HID headlights and a glass roof option. The Shelby GT features the 5. The
models gain a new front end sheet metal along with standard HID headlamps, along with a new
LED tail light assembly. Performance changes include twin fuel pumps a Mustang GT's single
supply pump, twice over , larger fuel injectors, a grippier and larger-diameter clutch, a larger
fan, a three-row intercooler the previous car used a double-row unit , a beefed-up Tremec
six-speed with an internal oil pump, and a single-piece carbon-fiber driveshaft. Ford says the
changes have resulted in a percent reduction in drag and a percent increase in front-end
downforce. Also new for is a larger front anti-roll bar and retuned springs. An rpm-adjustable
electronic launch-control function is standard, as is four-mode electronic stability control. A
Performance package is also offered, adding two-mode adjustable Bilstein dampers and a
Torsen limited-slip rear differential. In addition to the performance package, a track package for
road racing can be ordered bringing a transmission cooler, a nose-mounted differential cooler
for the Torsen limited-slip unit, and an air-to-oil engine-oil cooler. From Wikipedia, the free
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Focus RS. Sports car. The Ford Mustang family has a legendary history and is populated by
models with diverse personalities. This year, that history is recalled by the revival of the Mach 1
moniker, first seen on the 'Stang. The Mustang will still come as a coupe or a convertible, and
its stable of high-performance offerings will be as full as ever. It also owns a spot on our
Editors' Choice list. The Ford's beautiful bodywork, vast personalization options, and practical
interior also make it desirable to folks who care less about lap times and more about sporty
everyday transportation. And that's why the Mustang continues to be an icon: it offers
something for everyone. For , Ford has announced that it is resurrecting the Mach 1. The
limited-edition model packs a hp version of Ford's 5. The new Mach 1's heritage-inspired
appearance includes a unique front end and black stripes on the hood and bodysides. The car
also inherits aerodynamic elements, cooling upgrades, and other performance hardware from
the Shelby GT and GT Those who want even wider inch wheels with an exclusive design and
aerodynamic pieces that further increase downforce can opt for the Mach 1's Handling
packageâ€”but it's only available with the manual gearbox. We think the Mustang is best
appreciated with its sonorous 5. The latter has an additional 20 horsepower total versus the
regular GT models, and it has performance equipment pulled from the Shelby GT and GT that
makes it more engaging to drive. Sticking with the standard manual transmission, we'd opt for
the GT Performance package that adds upgraded Brembo front brakes, a limited-slip
differential, stickier summer tires, unique chassis tuning, and more. Don't be fooled by its
cylinder countâ€”the standard turbocharged EcoBoost four-cylinder has enough punch to
embarrass V-8 Mustangs of old. The GT models are motivated by a hp V-8 with an optional
active exhaust that trumpets a thunderous roar. Both of these compelling engines pair with a
standard six-speed manual transmission or a speed automatic that makes the Mustang quicker
than before. The V-8 version is also available with a transformative package called Performance
Pack Level 2 that adds track-ready equipment courtesy of the Shelby GT The optional EcoBoost
Handling package also delivers racetrack readiness to the four-cylinder coupe. This latest
Mustang generation brought with it a much-needed independent rear suspension, which
replaced the archaic solid rear axle. The switch-up improves its handling and takes its ride
quality to another level. Even with the less powerful engines, the Mustang's modernized chassis
delivers a comfortable and controlled driving experience. The electrically assisted steering is
appropriately light in Comfort mode and nicely weighted in the other two. The Mustang's brake
pedal has a firm feel that we felt to be touchy in stop-and-go traffic, but it's easier to apply
smoothly at higher speeds. While the EPA hasn't released fuel-economy figures for the Mustang
lineup, we don't expect the ratings to change from last year. The V-8 Mustang has competitive

EPA estimates and real-world fuel economy, but the Mustang's four-cylinder woefully
underperformed in our highway test. In our testing, the four-banger with the manual
transmission returned 24 mpgâ€”7 fewer than its EPA rating. The V-8 with the automatic saw 24
mpg in our hands, just 1 mpg off of its EPA number. The Mustang interior is better than ever,
with an evolutionary design that harks back to Mustangs of old while managing to be fully
functional and livable. While it's available with premium features such as heated and cooled
front seats, its mediocre plastics and cramped Headless Horsemanâ€”only back seat are
demerits. Stellar performance combined with impressive cargo space makes the Mustang a
high-performance daily driver. In our testing, it held the second-most carry-on suitcases and
has the most interior storage space among rivals. The back seat stows by pulling a strap and
folds easily by hand. Should you need to transport up to 12 carry-on bags, the Mustang can do
so. The Ford wins with the biggest center-console bin among competitors we tested. Ford's
optional Sync 3 infotainment system has a clean design and a simple interface. While it's not as
responsive or robust as some rivals, it does come with Apple CarPlay, Android Auto, and a
kickin' stereo. The Mustang is available with a Wi-Fi hotspot. Ford Sync Connect, which allows
users to control and monitor their vehicle through a smartphone app, is included as standard.
The Mustang is also available with more driver-assistance technology than any rival pony car,
so you can go faster and feel safer. That's how driver assists work, right? Key safety features
include:. The Mustang has a solid but average warranty. More Features and Specs. New Cars.
Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. More on the Ford Mustang
coupe. The Car and Driver Difference. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading
Below. More From Ford. The past and the future collide on the Ford Mustang Mach-E, which is
inspired by the automaker's unmistakable pony car and powered exclusively by electricity.
Although it shares a name and familiar styling cues with the Mustang , the all-electric crossover
otherwise is completely unrelated. With two available battery sizes and either rear- or all-wheel
drive, Ford says the Mach-E can provide up to miles of driving range, which helped it earn an
Editors' Choice award. Its five-passenger cabin is fitted with contemporary features and
cutting-edge infotainment options as well as some unique cargo and storage solutions. While
purists might call an electric Mustang crossover sacrilegious, Ford expects the name and
design adaptation to increase interest and help sell a lot of copies of the Mach-E. The Mustang
Mach-E is Ford's first all-electric crossover , and it was designed and named after the
company's iconic pony car. The Mach-E also pays homage to the "Mach 1" moniker that has
been used on high-performance Mustangs of old. Ford said it went with the name because it
needed the electrified crossover to be as desirable as a Tesla to usher in its new era of electric
vehicles. When the Mustang Mach-E finally goes on sale, we'd choose the Premium model. It's
rated at miles of driving range when paired with the extended-range battery and rear-wheel
drive, but we'd still choose the all-wheel-drive version, which knocks its estimated range down
to miles. The Mustang Mach-E is available with either a standard-range These feed an electric
motor mounted on the rear or both axles. That latter combination creates all-wheel drive and on
the sporty GT and GT Performance models , the motors combine to make horsepower and up to
pound-feet of torque. Less powerful models make between and horses and between and
pound-feet. The Mach-E rides on wheels that range in size from 18 to 20 inches, and it can be
had with adaptive dampers for adjustable ride firmness. Now that we've driven an
extended-range, all-wheel-drive model , we're happy to report that it's quick and better to drive
than most ordinary crossovers. However, drivers shouldn't expect the Mach-E to be nearly as
engaging as the traditional Mustang. Its quiet operation and super-smooth ride were most
impressive. The Mustang Mach-E has an EPA-estimated range of between and miles, depending
on the battery pack and type of electric motors, which isn't nearly as impressive as the rangiest
Tesla models. Every model also has fast-charging capability. Every Mach-E comes out of the
box with a Ford mobile charger that can add up to 30 miles of range per night with a volt outlet
and up to 80 percent of battery life overnight with a volt outlet. A Ford charge station can also
be ordered online and installed by certified electricians, with the ability to replenish 32 miles per
hour and recharge the battery overnight. The range-topping Mustang Mach-E with rear-wheel
drive and the extended range battery boasts an EPA-estimated range of miles. The
all-wheel-drive version with the extended battery has an estimated driving range of miles.
However, there are a wider variety of ranges depending on the model and equipment, so we
won't know its real-world efficiency until we can run one on our mph highway fuel-economy
route, which is part of our extensive testing regimen. Unlike its exterior, the inside of the
Mach-E has little in common with the regular Mustang. Its streamlined dashboard hosts an
attractive digital gauge cluster and is dominated by a huge vertically mounted touchscreen. A
floating, flip-up armrest on the center console allows a purse or other items to be stored
between the front-seat passengers. There are also many slick features that include

customizable ambient interior lighting, heated front seats, a heated steering wheel, wireless
charging, a panoramic sunroof, and more. The front trunk is made of durable plastics that can
be rinsed and then drained, which allows storing ice and messy things. The Mach-E has 29
cubic feet of cargo space behind the rear seats, and up to 60 with the back seats folded. Ford's
next-generation SYNC infotainment system uses machine learning to fully customize each
driver's experienceâ€”currently it supports three driver profiles and one guest. The Mustang
Mach-E runs the software through a vertically mounted A benefit of the system is that Ford will
roll out over-the-air updates over time, constantly improving the system and adding new
content. The Mustang Mach-E is available with a wide array of driver-assistance technology.
Key safety features include:. Ford's current limited and powertrain warranty are competitive
albeit unspectacular. We also expect the company to cover the Mach-E's electrical components
for eight years or , miles, but complimentary maintenance isn't included. More Feaures and
Specs. New Cars. Buyer's Guide. Type keyword s to search. View Photos. Eric Stafford. Marc
Urbano Car and Driver. Expand Collapse. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From
Ford. Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. The dealer
contacted me after my initial contact. I responded with a few questions but did not hear back
from the dealer. This was an awesome experience! Teresa was awesome! So friendly went
above and beyond to help us. Stayed past closing so we could test drive the car which we
bought. Called and spoke to a representative, they didn't have all the answers so a female
saying she was the manager comes on. I couldn't even get a word in. Was asking about
warranty and was told I need to be physically be there to discuss. Would be nice if this female
that claims she is a manager took the time to listen and answer all my questions. Highly
underprice cars listed on Cargurus site and theirs, then they have a list of exorbitant mandatory
up-charges. Received a generic "fluff" response to a simple inquiry, and in my response back
they didn't respond. Not sure how many people they fool using their questionable business
practices, but 1 is too many. Dealer was very helpful in my search for a new truck.
Unfortunately, they did not have the vehicle I was interested in. I had a very positive experience
with with Vescovo and their sales staff. Waited 2 weeks after posting vehicle to finally upload
pictures and after contacting several times about being interested they didn't reach out once
finally getting the vehicle on the lot. Great dealership. Very communicative and fair. They ship
anywhere in the US and go the extra mile. If you are an out of state buyer, this is the place to go!
Dealer was very nice and knowledgeable. I had to keep following up with them to get the ball
rolling after I was told they will follow back up with me on an appraisal value for my trade. No
business transaction with this dealer. They dropped the ball but was willing to give them a
second try. Horrible experience do not even bother I warn you!! Jeremy was my salesman, quick
to respond. Very pleasant, excellent customer service! The car was very clean and looked great.
Great salesman and I got a super deal on my car. The finance manager was excellent and the
service manager made sure that my car was in tip top shape. Hate off to all of them at Machens!
I will tell my friends about my experience was great! Ended up buying elsewhere but they were a
great help in deciding on what type of car I wanted. I was very satisfied with my overall
experience of purchasing the vehicle with them. The process was extremely smooth and they
even stayed after hours due to my work schedule which I found very helpful and
accommodating. Would recommend Universal Auto to others. This Dealership was attentive to
my request but had nothing that I was looking for! Overall, I was satisfied with my experience at
this dealership. I was greated with such kindness and they had tons of patience working with
me. Even though I did not make a purchase seeing I know what I want and at what price they
have been reaching out to me and informing me on new inventory. I traveled from another
county to purchase a vehicle. I got there and we did the paperwork. I was looking to purchase
without their warranty. Below were the results: Online price: 14, After paperwork price: 24,
Avoid this dealer and save yourself some time. Yes they responded with numerous phone
messages but never answered my question or responded as requested by email only. They did
contact me and reached out. However, with crisis and quarinite it was hard to go in person. Is
was SUCK!!! When 2 times to see the suv and the car was on the shop. The first time they told
me that the suv going to be ready by pm. I told them that i will came the next day. I went by to
see it and the car was still on the shop for service. They ask me was on service 4 block. They
ask me if want to there to see it, i told them NO. Although originally conceived as a two-seat
roadster, the Ford Mustang debuted as a four-seat sport coupe in April It instantly helped define
a new class of automobiles known as "pony cars," which featured long hoods, short rear decks,
and sport-oriented features. After making its initial appearance at the New York World's Fair, the
Mustang had a memorable cameo in the James Bond movie "Goldfinger," which helped
establish its reputation as an iconic vehicle. Within 18 months of its introduction, Ford sold
more than 1 million Mustangs, attesting to the vehicle's instant popularity. During its nearly year

history, the Mustang has appeared in a number of iterations. After running with the muscle cars
in the s, the Mustang took on a more sedate, fuel-efficient Mustang II identity with the second
generation in Some of the sporty feel returned for the third and fourth generations through the s
and '90s, but it wasn't until the fifth generation debuted in that the Mustang returned to its pony
car roots, with its shark-like front grille, hunky though noticeably more fuel-efficient
powerplants, and fastback exterior design that echoed the original Mustang of the s. For , the
Mustang excels in performance and fuel efficiency, thanks to a new all-aluminum 3. The new
V6's horsepower nearly matches the output of the previous year's V8 coming up short by only
10 hp , while greatly improving on the fuel efficiency of previous powerplants. For owners who
still have a soft spot in their hearts for a big V8, Ford also offers a new 5. Ford also updated the
Mustang's steering and suspension for for optimal handling and ride. The improvements for
only make a great car even better, according to reviewers, who rank the Mustang at the top of
its automotive segment. While the Chevy Camaro, Dodge Challenger, and Dodge Charger
continue to challenge the Mustang, the original pony car sets the standard for domestic sports
cars. Reviewers rave about the new V6, noting its throaty growl and class-leading fuel economy,
but many love the performance provided by the big V8 even more. It's all good news for buyers,
they note, who can't go wrong with either choice. The Mustang's current fifth generation dates
back to , but recent updates in which included exterior updates and new powerplants indicate a
next-generation Mustang might be several years in the future. This isn't surprising, since
Mustang generations typically stretch for about a decade, give or take a year or so. Still, look for
new tweaks and trims in the upcoming years, including new Boss and Boss Laguna Seca trims
for They'll both come equipped with a Hi-Po 4V Ti-VCT V8 engine generating hp, and will feature
unique exterior and interior features, including a front air splitter, a rear interior stabilizer brace,
a three-gauge add-on instrument panel, and race-compound tires for the Laguna Seca trim. Ford
combined innovation with common sense when creating the Mustang. Major elements of the
Mustang's chassis, suspension, drivetrain, instrument cluster, and interior, for instance, were
borrowed from the Ford Falcon and Ford Fairlane. But chrome wrap-around bumpers and a
chrome grille emblazoned with the galloping Mustang logo helped make the car unique. The
first-generation Mustang went on sale in showrooms in April and sold more than 22, units on its
first day of sale, making it the fastest-selling vehicle in automotive history. Power came from a
choice of engines. The Mustang was initially powered by a hp, cubic-inch six-cylinder, which
came standard and mated to a floor-mounted three-speed manual shifter with an H gate. Owners
could also opt for a hp, cubic-inch V8 or a hp, cubic-inch V8. Available transmissions also
included a four-speed manual and a three-speed automatic. Although the rear-wheel-drive
Mustang was initially available as either a hardtop coupe or two-door convertible, Ford soon
added a fastback trim. The early trims were outfitted with full carpeting, bucket seats, and a
sports steering wheel, and offered a wide range of options, so buyers could customize their
vehicles. For instance, inch wheels were standard, but owners could upgrade to optional or inch
wheels. Owners could also choose from five different wheel cover options. Within a few months
of introduction, Ford upgraded the Mustang's powerplants, replacing the entry-level V6 with a
hp, cubic-inch V6, and increasing horsepower for the low-end V8 to The automaker also added a
number of new options for the trims, including an interior package with special seat covers with
the Mustang logo, a unique instrument panel, a woodgrain steering wheel, and woodgrain
applique on the console and dash. Ford also added a GT package for all trims. Features
included a beefed-up suspension, tighter steering, a sport-oriented instrument panel, and dual
exhaust pipes. Ford made a few cosmetic changes to the Mustang in and gave the pony car a
more extensive refresh in , which included a slightly longer body by 2. Outside, the '67 Mustang
received a new grille, redesigned side scoops, larger taillights, and a restyled fastback. Inside,
new features included a tilt-away steering wheel and an overhead console. In , the Mustang
again grew longer by 3. Ford also introduced the Mach 1 and Boss body styles, which replaced
the GT. The Mustang sat on a larger chassis designed to accommodate big V8 engines, like the
new Features of the Mach 1 included a fastback Sports Roof and a matte-black hood. By the
early s, muscle cars were becoming outdated, and Japanese imports were beginning to flow
into the country, prompting Ford which was being run by Iacocca at this point to remake the
Mustang as a smaller, more fuel-efficient vehicle. When the second-generation Mustang
debuted in , it was so different from the original version that the automaker dubbed it the
Mustang II. Based on the rear-wheel-drive Ford Pinto platform, the Mustang II was about the size
of the original Mustang, though heavier, which affected its performance. Available as a two-door
coupe or a three-door hatchback, the Mustang II did away with the big V8s of the previous
generation, and instead was powered by a hp, 2. In designing the car, Ford tried to give it an
upscale, luxury feel, but the car failed to catch on with buyers, although the oil crisis of and '74
helped drive its sales. In an effort to pump up the power, Ford introduced a new hp, 5. The

second generation turned out to be the Mustang's shortest, a testament to the fact that Ford
wanted to sweep it under the carpet as quickly as possible. The third-generation Mustang
debuted in , and would remain in showrooms until , in part because a planned front-wheel-drive
version, set to debut in , was instead spun off as the Ford Probe, while the Mustang remained a
rear-wheel-drive vehicle. Doing away with the European-inspired design of the second
generation, the third-generation Mustang moved back toward the sporty side, with a tapered
hood, squarish headlights, and a fastback roofline. The new Mustang sat on a larger Fox
platform borrowed from the Ford Fairmont, and although it accommodated four passengers, the
rear seat was tight for adults. Two-door coupe and hatchback trims were initially available,
although Ford added a convertible in Power was provided by a variety of engines, ranging from
a 2. In , Ford replaced the big V8 with a more economical cubic-inch V8, which some owners
found underwhelming. Through the s and into the s, Ford made numerous updates to the
Mustang. Given the long self life of the third generation, the fourth-generation Mustang was a
breath of fresh air when it appeared in , displaying an even sportier, more muscular exterior
design. Still sitting on a rear-wheel-drive platform, though this one was dubbed the Fox-4, the
Mustang began to reclaim some of its original glory. The Mustang also returned to its original
body styles, the coupe and convertible, as the hatchback disappeared from the lineup after a
run of more than 20 years. Power came from a hp, 3. It was replaced by a more efficient 4. Also
in '96, Ford bumped up horsepower for the base V6 to hp. In , Ford introduced a couple of new
powerplants, including a hp, 3. A Bullitt special-edition Mustang appeared in to commemorate
its appearance in the Steve McQueen movie , a Mach 1 trim was available in and '04, and a new
Cobra trim, with a hp V8, was offered in and ' When the fifth generation debuted in , the Mustang
had come full circle, returning to its styling roots. The car's exterior design proportions, as well
as its iconic front end and grille, borrow extensively from the original Mustang. However, under
the skin it was a completely different car. Sitting on a new D2C platform, it was initially powered
by a hp, 4. The fifth-generation Mustang stretches 6 inches longer than the previous generation,
resulting in more interior space. However, the new Mustang displays the long hood, short deck,
and muscular stance reminiscent of the first generation, while side scoops and the shark-like
nose bring familiar styling cues into the present. Ford also offers a number of ways for owners
to customize their vehicles, including three design schemes and a color-configurable
instrument panel, which recall the customization options of the original vehicle. When it comes
to used versions of the Mustang, the choices are fairly black and white. The original Mustang,
as well as the recent fifth generation, which draws numerous styling cues from the first
generation, remain the favorites with most buyers, including a large following of enthusiasts
who live and breathe all things Mustang. First-generation Mustangs, as well as unique trims
from the s including the Shelby Mustangs, remain highly coveted by collectors in particular.
Current-generation Mustangs make good buys. Some owners have found the base V6
powerplant a little underwhelming, so buyers who value performance should opt for
V8-powered trims. However, the recent V6 powerplants provide very good fuel economy for
buyers who want a common-sense muscle car. Certain trims built after came equipped with
optional navigation and satellite radio, and all Mustangs built after have seats created with
plastics and foam made from soybeans. Fourth-generation Mustangs, built from '94 to '04, also
make good options for prospective buyers. These versions retain some of the original Mustang
muscle and mystique, and deliver good performance, especially trims equipped with V8
powerplants. However, some owners found fault with the handling and interiors of the fourth
generation. A number of reviewers point to the Cobras of '99 and '00, as well as GTs of any year
in the fourth generation, as good choices, although they can be difficult to find. Earlier
generations of the Mustang will appeal mostly to the budget-minded, although even the
Mustang II has built a network of aficionados who value the car for its uniqueness and
collectible appeal. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available
nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each
one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new
cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely
on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by
price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal
ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. Used Ford Mustang for Sale Nationwide.
All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Ford
Mustang listings in your area Search Coronavirus update: New contactless services to help
keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request Information. Image Not Available. Read
more. Ford is in the midst of a revolutionary transformation away from cars, toward trucks and
SUVs, and away from internal combustion engines and toward electrification. The Ford Mustang

burns gasolin. Every once in a while, an automotive icon comes along that changes not just the
car industry, but multiple industries. Not just the Beetle, but He. It is a direct reference to the
Ford Mustang and the American 2-door sports coupe segment it has dominated since Today,
the Mustang is less rudimentary and m. Ford Mustang Reviews Review. Good value. Was a lot
of fun to drive and reminded me of my Mustang GT, I bought new, in The only draw back are the
rims. They should have used chrome or alloy silver looking. My Mustang convertible looks like
and drive like new. I keeping looking at it an thinking it just came off the production line. Miss
the TV like displays of the dashboard and thats about it. Good condition. Runs well. It would be
better if it had a little more headroom. Convertible top in good condition. Why Use CarGurus?
Ford dealers in Atlanta GA. Ford dealers in Chicago IL. Ford dealers in Dallas TX. Ford dealers
in Houston TX. Ford dealers in Los Angeles CA. Ford dealers in Miami FL. Ford dealers in New
York NY. Ford dealers in Philadelphia PA. Ford dealers in Washington DC. A common question
among the Mustang community is "What is different about the Coyote Mustang engines through
out the years? This was Ford's chance to speak to the enthusiast by bringing back the iconic 5.
However, this time it boasted HP! Ford produced a remarkable engine with lower emissions,
better economy, more power, and less vibration. This brought new light to the Ford Mustang.
The coyote has evolved over the years into the Boss and the new VooDoo 5. With many
aftermarket parts, the all-new Coyote could make serious HP without affecting driveability.
Although these engines were very similar Ford changes little things throughout the years. The
first year of the coyote made its statement by producing hp at 6, rpm and lb-ft of torque at rpm
while making compression. Starting with a clean slate, Ford engineered the 5. They did this by
utilizing a string aluminum block with deep-skirting, high flow heads, variable cam timing, a
composite intake, and tuned headers! The 5. The Coyote Block had smaller head bolts than the
previous year and no oil cooling jets. Along with the redesigned exterior of the Mustang, the 5.
Improving on the Coyote motor, Ford hit a home run with the new Gen 3 coyote motor. This new
5. This combo allowed the Gen 3 coyote to produce more power while becoming more efficient.
Differences Between the Mustang 5. Show More Show Less. Share this article! The Gen 1
Coyote Engine The first year of the coyote made its statement by producing hp at 6, rpm and
lb-ft of torque at rpm while making compression. The Gen 1 Coyote Engine The 5. The Boss
Coyote Engine With hp at To achieve this was no easy feat, and Ford has done significant
upgrades compared to the 5. The Boss featured a revised composite intake system with shorter
runners for improved airflow in the higher RPM range. The lightened valvetrain components
provided improved performance and could easily handle the RPM redline. The Boss also had
new cylinder heads that have CNC-machined ports and chambers for better airflow across the
entire RPM range, forged pistons, forged connecting rods and a forged steel crankshaft. This
also had an engine oil cooler that improved oil pressure and longer-lasting lubrication during
racing conditions. Needless to say, this 5. The Boss engine was appropriately code-named
"Road Runner" by the Boss development team. The VooDoo 5. To achieve the 5. All-new heads
get enlarged ports, bigger valves, and higher-lift cams. A new intake is used with taller ports, a
larger plenum, and a 90mm throttle-body. We believe this high powered 5. Mustang Parts For
Sale! Related Articles. The Ford Mustang Mach-E may not be the fastest or most affordable
electric vehicle out there, nor does it have the most range. It is, however, what Edmunds
considers the best in the luxury EV class. Wait, luxury? But the Mustang Mach-E also proves
itself worthy in several other areas too. This is the first Ford to be designed specifically as an
electric vehicle â€” there will be no gas-powered version or even a hybrid. We were initially
skeptical about Ford using the Mustang name, but the driving experience is enjoyable enough
for the Mach-E to earn that badge. But it's so good that we suggest checking it out no matter
what type of EV or quite frankly, non-EV you're in the market for. Check out the in-depth
evaluation categories of our Expert Rating to learn more. Most offer different battery and
electric motor configurations. These influence power outputs and range estimates. Select
Rear-wheel drive RWD : miles of range; horsepower and lb-ft of torque All-wheel drive AWD :
miles of range; hp and lb-ft of torque. GT Extended-range battery, AWD: miles of range; hp and
lb-ft Performance Edition: miles of range; hp and lb-ft. Standard technology features include:
Digital instrument panel Every Mustang Mach-E also comes with Ford's Co-Pilot suite of
advanced safety features that includes: Adaptive cruise control adjusts speed to maintain a
constant distance between the vehicle and the car in front Frontal collision mitigation warns
you of an impending collision and applies the brakes in certain scenarios Blind-spot monitor
with rear cross-traffic alert warns you if a vehicle is in your blind spot during a lane change or
while reversing Lane centering makes minor steering corrections to help keep the vehicle
centered in its lane Rear parking sensors with automatic braking brakes if sensors detect an
imminent collision with an object behind the vehicle. California Route 1 Adds more convenience
and technology features, such as: Black-painted wheels and exterior trim Power-folding mirrors

Panoramic fixed-glass roof Cargo cover Hands-free semi-automated driving system Ford's
Co-Pilot Active 2. First Edition Similarly equipped to the Premium trim. Additionally, you get
some minor aesthetic upgrades that include unique scuff plates, interior stitching and painted
brake calipers. Actually, mine is a Premium with the extended range battery. Picked up the car
earlier this week and could not be more impressed. Build quality, performance, etc are top of
the charts. Ride is firmer than the Fusion or my previous Volvo XC Only negative, had to
educate the dealer about some of the available rebates. Highly recommend this vehicle. Ford
knocked it out of the park!! I reserved my car in Jan This car is incredibly well put together. The
seats are supple yet well bolstered. The tech is user friendly but does have a learning curve.
The sound system is more than adequate. As far as driving goes, I find this car to be extremely
engaging. Write a review. See all 2 reviews. An electric Mustang? A Mustang SUV? Yes and yes!
Ford's new electric Mustang SUV is here. Range and style are what separates the Mach-E from
its competitors, while its size and price range line it up squarely against luxury EV and
traditional luxury SUVs. What may be surprising though is the winner doesn't come from a
traditional luxury brand. It comes from the blue oval. It's the Ford Mustang Mach-E. It's available
in configurations for long range efficiency, high performance, or something in between. It offers
up to miles of range, and it's packed with all the latest advanced safety features and driver
assistance. But it's really the details that set it apart. The interior is much nicer than its closest
competitors, both in terms of design and functionality. It's spacious and comfortable whether
you're sitting up front or in the back, and we appreciate the numerous storage bins and
attractive materials. The digital instrument panel and center touchscreen are sufficiently
modern. They offer sharp graphics and are easy to use, which makes it superior to systems
from Tesla and Porsche. The latest sync infotainment system boasts smart voice commands
and excellent phone integration. Or capitalize on the benefits of EVs with quiet, immediate, and
powerful propulsion, as well as the ease of one pedal driving. It's offered with either rear or all
wheel drive, and has the kind of sporty handling that justifies the Mustang name. On top of it all
it has a really comfortable ride quality. The Mach-E is a stellar vehicle in its own right, but more
broadly, it not only integrates the Mustang identity into its styling and driving experience, it also
paves a way for that name to exist in the future. These two electric SUVs are similar in concept
and available range and performance. The Model Y is a little roomier inside and has more cargo
space. It also has the advantage of compatibility with Tesla's nationwide Supercharger network.
Read Edmunds' long-term road test of the Tesla Model Y. The Mach-E is the clear winner over
the Audi e-tron on specs alone. The Audi is significantly more expensive, yet its range is
estimated at only miles. On the plus side, the e-tron gets high marks for its comfort,
spaciousness and reasonably fun-to-drive nature. There's also a sleek Sportback version with a
tapering rear roofline. The Polestar 2 is the second vehicle from the Volvo sub-brand and shows
a lot of promise. It's as entertaining behind the wheel as the Mach-E and comes standard with
all-wheel drive. It is pricier than the Ford, though, and maximum range is estimated at only
miles. Consumer ratings and reviews are also available for the Ford Mustang Mach-E and all its
trim types. Overall, Edmunds users rate the Mustang Mach-E 5. Edmunds consumer reviews
allow users to sift through aggregated consumer reviews to understand what other drivers are
saying about any vehicle in our database. Detailed rating breakdowns including performance,
comfort, value, interior, exterior design, build quality, and reliability are available as well to
provide shoppers with a comprehensive understanding of why customers like the Mustang
Mach-E. Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford
Mustang Mach-E and all model years in our database. Our rich content includes expert reviews
and recommendations for the Mustang Mach-E featuring deep dives into trim levels and
features, performance, mpg, safety, interior, and driving. Edmunds also offers expert ratings,
road test and performance data, long-term road tests, first-drive reviews, video reviews and
more. This review was written by a member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers.
Our team drives every car you can buy. We put the vehicles through rigorous testing, evaluating
how they drive and comparing them in detail to their competitors. We're also regular people like
you, so we pay attention to all the different ways people use their cars every day. We want to
know if there's enough room for our families and our weekend gear and whether or not our
favorite drink fits in the cupholder. Our editors want to help you make the best decision on a car
that fits your life. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a car from
our massive database to find cheap vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Ford Mustang Mach-E. Edmunds has deep data on
over 6 million new, used, and certified pre-owned vehicles, including rich, trim-level features
and specs information like: MSRP, average price paid, warranty information basic, drivetrain,
and maintenance , features upholstery, bluetooth, navigation, heated seating, cooled seating,

cruise control, parking assistance, keyless ignition, satellite radio, folding rears seats ,run flat
tires, wheel type, tire size, wheel tire, sunroof, etc. Edmunds also provides tools to allow
shopper to compare vehicles to similar models of their choosing by warranty, interior features,
exterior features, specifications, fuel economy, vehicle dimensions, consumer rating, edmunds
rating, and color. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you
that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're
willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few
years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis.
It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Photos Videos 4. Select year - New. Pros Larger It's a
Mustang! It's an SUV! It's the all-electric Ford Mach-E! We didn't know what to expect when we
heard Ford was cooking up an electric Mustang SUV, but we're certainly glad it exists. With
engaging driving performance, no tailpipe emissions and over-the-air software updates on a
huge center touchscreen, the Mach-E drives and looks like a car of the future. The Mach-E may
be a wagon-like SUV, but it delivers the speed and agility you'd expect of anything wearing a
Mustang badge. We tested a Mach-E in the Premium trim with the extended-range battery and
all-wheel drive. At the Edmunds test track, it zipped from 0 to 60 mph in 5. A few rival EVs are a
little quicker the Tesla Model Y, for instance but overall the Mach-E, at least the version we
tested, is pleasingly quick. Ford tuned the handling dynamics to make even this all-wheel-drive
SUV feel more like a rear-wheel-drive sport sedan. Around turns, it's playful and engaging.
You'll feel a lot of body movement in transitions, but it's composed and stable. In typical
driving, the Mach-E delivers a buttery smooth experience. The regenerative braking effect works
well and allows for one-pedal driving, which means you can slow down to a complete stop just
by taking your foot off the accelerator. We actually prefer doing this than using the brake pedal;
it's a little vague and grabby, making it hard to stop smoothly in typical driving. We hope Ford
can improve the tuning with a future over-the-air software update. Highlights include a
suspension that excels at soaking up large bumps in the road, a cabin that's well insulated
against wind and ambient noise, and an excellent and easy-to-use climate control system. The
available seat and steering wheel heaters get toasty pretty quick, though we'd welcome the
option of seat ventilation for warmer climates. The seats are pretty comfortable, with padding
that feels as soft and cushy as memory foam but breathes better. But the seats lack a few key
adjustments, such as a lower thigh cushion extender for longer-legged drivers. There's very
little lateral support holding you in place. Unfortunately, seats with more adjustments are not
available. Ford's latest Sync 4 infotainment system, specifically the one designed for the
Mach-E's Menus are easy to navigate, and there's a handy shortcut bar that's continually
updated based on the last functions you used. There's ample space for passengers more than 6
feet tall to sit in front and back. Despite the Mach-E's fastback roofline, visibility is surprisingly
decent, and climbing into and out of the cabin takes little effort. The Mach-E's push-button door
releases are pretty cool and work well, though we wonder how robust they'll be over time. The
Mach-E nails its interior tech. We like the big Ford's onboard navigation system is responsive
and cleanly designed, but not so overly minimalistic like some competitor systems. Our tester
also included a comprehensive suite of advanced driver aids including adaptive cruise control,
lane centering, blind-spot monitoring and degree cameras. It was an early production prototype,
so we did experience some issues with a few of the aids being unavailable, but the ones that
worked worked very well. The Mach-E's hatch-style trunk helps maximize cargo space. Ford
says there's 29 cubic feet of space behind the rear seats. That's not as generous as the Model Y,
especially underfloor. There is, however, a very clever flexible cargo cover that attaches to the
rear hatch and swings up out of the way or can be removed completely. Adding to the Mach-E's
cargo capacity are the split rear seats that fold. The front trunk is a bit small but has a drain
hole, allowing you to use it as an ice-filled cooler that can be drained later. Up front, a two-tiered
console offers plenty of storage options for your personal items and makes the front cabin look
more spacious. The side door pockets are a decent width but short on height. A wireless
charging pad ahead of the cupholders looks like it will accommodate two phones, but it's really
only big enough for one. Got little kids? The child safety seat anchor points are located behind
slits in the seatback. They're not as visible as the Euro-style Isofix anchors but provide OK
access. The range estimate for an all-wheel-drive Mach-E with the extended-range battery is
miles with an efficiency of 37 kWh of battery power used per miles. Both of those figures are
average for a luxury EV. In Edmunds' real-world range testing, the Mach-E was more efficient,
using It also outperformed its EPA-estimated range, going miles on a full battery. Ford is also
selling its own Connected Charge home charging station. Similar in concept to Tesla's Wall
Connector, it's a high-powered charger that you can use to add up to 30 miles of charge per
hour. Unlike Tesla, Ford's EV credits have not yet run out, meaning the potential discounts on

the Mach-E make it a pretty attractive deal. Build quality feels solid overall, and the cabin is
beautifully trimmed in a style that feels reminiscent of Scandinavian design. If not for the typical
Ford switchgear that appears on the steering wheel and doors, you might think you were in a
Lincoln. Ford's warranty is a bit less generous compared to luxury makes but isn't that far off.
Somehow the designers managed to pull it off. The Mach-E resembles a Mustang and yet is very
practical. Ford also did well to include some driving personality in the way the Mach-E attacks
corners. It's surprisingly fun on a curvy back road. Some EVs can be bland, but not this one.
Figuring out the Mustang Mach-E's trim levels and configurations can take some time. There's
no bad choice, but we suggest going with the Premium trim. It comes with lots of convenience
and luxury features and gives you the most flexibility in picking a powertrain. The standard
battery should be fine for most EV owners, but you'll want to get the extended-range battery if
you're thinking of doing some long-distance driving. Read more. Find savings on the Mustang
Mach-E for sale near you. ZIP Code. See Pricing. See all Mustang Mach-E lease offers.
Sponsored cars related to the Mustang Mach-E. Most helpful consumer reviews 5 out of 5 stars,
Welcome to the future! Check your price quote. Great Good Fair High Sample dealer price:. Get
started Already have a dealer quote? Pre-Collision Assist Alerts the driver if a front collision is
imminent and automatically applies the brakes in certain situations. Lane-Keeping System
Automatically adjusts the steering to keep the vehicle centered within its marked lane. Ford
Mustang Mach-E vs. People who viewed this also viewed 4. The Edmunds experts tested the
Mustang Mach-E both on the road and at the track, giving it a 8. What about cargo capacity?
When you're thinking about carrying stuff in your new car, keep in mind that the Mustang
Mach-E has 4. And then there's safety and reliability. Learn more. To determine whether the
Ford Mustang Mach-E is reliable, read Edmunds' authentic consumer reviews, which come from
real owners and reveal what it's like to live with the Mustang Mach-E. Look for specific
complaints that keep popping up in the reviews, and be sure to compare the Mustang Mach-E's
average consumer rating to that of competing vehicles. There's a lot to consider if you're
wondering whether the Ford Mustang Mach-E is a good car. Edmunds' expert testing team
reviewed the Mustang Mach-E and gave it a 8. Safety scores, fuel economy, cargo capacity and
feature availability should all be factors in determining whether the Mustang Mach-E is a good
car for you. What do people think of the Ford Mustang Mach-E? Edmunds Expert Reviews
Edmunds experts have compiled a robust series of ratings and reviews for the Ford Mustang
Mach-E and all model years in our database. Our Review Process This review was written by a
member of Edmunds' editorial team of expert car reviewers. Can't find a new Ford Mustang
Mach-Es you want in your area? Consider a broader search. Why trust Edmunds? Check out
Ford lease specials. Sign Up. Our verdict. How does the Mustang Mach-E drive? How
comfortable is the Mustang Mach-E? How economical is the Mustang Mach-E? Is the Mustang
Mach-E a good value? This GT was originally owned by a retired navy captain in Coronado. New
paint, new rear end, new window regulators, and new tires. Has rare CFI central White leather
interior, white vinyl top, emerald White with Blue Le Mans stripes and red interior. Original 5.
There are some upgrades.. This one owner 15k orig mile LX Mustang is super nice!! And the fact
that not many 5. Only actual documented original miles Never been through dealer prep,
original window sticker still on car, plastic still on passenger seats Sold new First photo is not
actual. Not 5. Runs and drives. Only needs brakes that I know of. Idk much about these so idk
how much they If you are looking to own one of the cleanest fox body Mustangs around, you
have found the right car! Original paint and interior, 57K. Nice survivor Fox body convertible
strong running 5. Ice, Ice, Baby!! Give us a call today to schedule a test drive at !! At the end of
Fox -platform production, Ford rolled out some special edition Mustangs, the most popular of
which was this Mustang Summer Special. Painted a unique bright red and fitted only with a
white leather interior and special Sort By. Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. Fox
body mustang 5. Sort by Date recent Price highest first Price lowest first. On page 20 40
Ramona, CA. Make offer. Mustang 5. Seller: Recycler. Saint Charles, MO. Fenton, MO. Venice,
FL. Huntingtown, MD. Lithia Springs, GA. Other Models. If you have forgotten your password,
enter the Email address you use to log in, then click the reset button. We will send you and
Email with a link and instructions. If you are a Warehouse Distributor and do not have a Ford
Performance Account, contact your adminstrator to have them create an account for you. The
Ford Performance TechLine phone system is online. Call us at For the hearing- or
speech-impaired: Please contact the Telecommunication Relay Service by dialing Ford
Performance's Mustang parts selection can make your early or late model Mustang stand out.
With our Mustang tool below, simply select a model year to get started. Our Mustang wheels set
the standard in performance, value, durability and design. Have confidence when you build up
your own blue-blood Ford Performance Must
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ang. They have earned their right to wear the Ford oval - the hard way. The user name or
password did not match. Please try again. Your password was successfully changed. Email
Address. Password Click here if you forgot your password. Log In. Create Account. Confirm
Email. Password must be at least 12 characters long and contain a least 3 of the following:
Uppercase Letter Lowercase Letter Number Special Characters:! Confirm Password. Create
Account Cancel. Reset Password Cancel. A new password has been sent to you. Your
password could not be reset. You must pick a stronger password. Old Password. New
Password. Change Password Cancel. Parts Catalog. New Parts. Your source for Mustang
Performance Ford Performance's Mustang parts selection can make your early or late model
Mustang stand out. Performance Packs. Cobra Jet. Select a Model Year. Sort By. Date Added.
Filter by Category. SUPER 8. GEN 3 5. GT 5. Try another search, or select a category. More
Information Close. Continue Go Back.

